
Adair Beveled  
for 1-4 voices; italicized phrases/words may be either said or performed 
as a structure; volume and tempo are up to you 

 
 
 
                   sketch some of the room 
        Santa Claus touching his to 
        es with an inflatable hatchet 
           appalachian ixnays       coastlined 
       slow down  anticipate what the person 
   certain units of Santa Claus    in the next room will say 
                details 
 speed up   stripped off   notice you are not 
       heart-shaped snow   serial number having a conversation 
   lining            con 
     describing lining        haunted hows    talk to the cats 
  vlasics 
     triangles cling in  imputac 
    perfectly among unclasped hues         leave the poem but cont 
    the other parts     privacy as a set that      inue with language aloud 
        aspected   includes Santa Claus 
 I realize that I have          any way     recapitulate what  
 part of my hand in       asterisks of seasons past you covered so far 
 side Santa Claus and     tanned in family stares 
 its invisible to me but     light that more l  
 to everyone else it fits  wherever they go ight can sincere     snack 
 
      slow down spotted speakers     long fantsy fingers    describe the parts of this 
                      beveled by house poem you enjoy or don’t 
      grunt chandelier  Santa Claus is a  
      woman with extra      lonar       hold the light w/ 
  all-touch Santa Claus or         rugs        your language 
           inclutching 
   waves          did you do that? 
     tell someone to be quiet 



From Set 100 of Self Portrait of James Sanders 
 
                the acts consist 
             as was            of two sides  
               when he’s sometimes in   
                       both sides rush in and out         there is an end 
                                                                   him 
    sometimes            is it        they register together  
                   it is you           both sides live in          and in 
             rooms preoccupied     such a ceding  
      is she to           you        a fraction of  
       in the sun     which was moved  
          a maximum in sheathes  
    includes           won't 
        fiction the feeling       in which the wo 
             rds go both ways 
           have no soul 
                   they smile into the light  
        why         less amusingly 
          you can hear 
          both things         there is aware of it in 
 
        the shadow with eyes in it in       distraction 
        a long syllable smiling      a mile 
 
 
 
 
                cheese 
      into a light less amusingly            is the discussion 
   there is a b               out in 
                order around it    English visiting and  
        contains things      it continues 
      this is a dis                    part of  
      cussion in which      listening contains things 
                   in which there are other 
    a cellar of the things  and           things you cant quite grab 
    that white at 
           everything is     a substitution 
           a destruction 
 
 
 
     a pause in the discussion: 
    everything is a dis                 at this point 
    ruption of substitution            there are two sides 
           often a discussion is  
   asymmetrical its in relation      going there to size 
         to the other side  
    the size is    and januaried smiling 
    smiling  
    it’s a long drawn out auto        is and wish yes 
    biography which resists       long drawn out slashes 
    structure with its nerves       eye has/she says 
           seams  in which the portrait has 
        ought to be aerate    no structure, no sides  
      she smiled in a life 
        or I show you             a light at the end with a smile 
        slash see 
            if two              scenes walking and landing  
           a double conclusion 
        something aroused there 
          to hoo 
             to land on something  
                     to who he         aroused was a pause  
                             to the to the to the. . . 
     and it was above it  
 



 
        sys           phragm   chair as chairless eyes 
   im  ex  being personal 
ana   lunge        ick    then just pocked up 
        to  me  no      lax  incoterms for cooties 
  my        te         immediate relapse in whistling anatomy 
         la         lu   auto   slept winter on potato chips 
 cri    nge  re      fur  ancillary jones in icy ands 
   most          ma  lo   to bunny lit lunchmeat  
   tan        all  run moist hunches 
    tone    th  at what rate involunteer cream 
 spates   um   visitor onloafer 
  cloister  n  (veneer to beaver) 
 

 
Plants  (2:16) (0:11) (0:39) (0:02) (0:03) 

 
 


